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Abstract 
Gardiner, P.H.B. and P.K. Pandya, Reasoning algebraically about recursion, Science of Computer 
Programming 18 (1992) 271-280. 
An algebraic technique for reasoning about recursive programs is proposed. The technique is 
based on Tarski’s axioms of least fixed points of monotonic functions and the existence of 
weak-op-inverses. The algebraic style gives rise to elegant proofs, although the requirement of 
existence of weak-op-inverse may limit applicability. When such inverses do exist, the method 
can be used in presence of noncontinuous but monotonic operators occurring in languages 
containing unbounded nondeterminism, fairness constraints and specification statements. 
1. Introduction 
Process algebras, e.g. CSP [4], CCS [7], occam [9], laws of programming [6], are 
increasingly used to reason about programs. Typically, a complete set of laws is 
given for finite terms, and an effective strategy is designed to reduce every finite 
term to a normal form. The situation is less clear for recursive processes: all the 
operators are shown to be continuous over some semantic domain which is a 
complete partial order, and some infinitary rule based on finite approximations is 
used to reason about recursive processes [9]. 
In this paper we investigate an algebraic technique for reasoning about recursive 
processes. The method is based on Tarksi’s axioms for least fixed points of monotonic 
functions, and relies on the existence of weak-op-inverses. We find that some elegant 
proofs are possible in this style, but we also find that weak-op-inverses do not always 
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exist. When such inverses do exist, the method can be used in presence of non- 
continuous but monotonic operators; and hence it may be applicable to a wider 
class of languages containing unbounded nondeterminism, fairness constraints and 
specification statements [ 1,8]. 
To illustrate the method, we will give a proof of the following well-known lemma 
using the algebraic laws of program refinement. This lemma has been used in an 
algebraic proof of the correctness of a compiler [5], where a continuity-based proof 
is given. 
Lemma 1.1. 
while b do P od; while b v c do P od 
= while b v c do P od. 
As the while construct is defined using tail recursion, the lemma is equivalent to 
the following theorem. Let 
G(X) dsf if b + P; X 0 lb + skip fi, 
H(X)d~fifbvc+P;XO~(bvc)+skipfi. 
The term pX.G(X) denotes the least solution ofthe recursive equation X = G(X). 
We shall abbreviate this by PG when G has only one variable free. 
Theorem 1.2. pG; pH = pH. 
Proof. Given in Section 3. •1 
This theorem illustrates the genera1 problem of proving that two different patterns 
of recursion give the same result. 
2. Proof rules 
Axioms 
Let F be a monotonic function over a complete partial order (CPO) (S, c ). Then, 
by the Knaster-Tarski theorem a least fixed point for function F exists [lo]. It is 
denoted by pF and it satisfies the following axioms. 
Al. F(pF) = pF. 
A2. 
F(Q)cQ 
pFcQ 
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Our approach is to use these axioms directly as proof rules. 
Axiom Al states that PF is a fixed point of function F. Algebraically, this means 
recursion can be unfolded in a term pX.F(X) to give an equivalent term F(pF). 
Axiom A2 states that PCLF is the least fixed point of F(X). 
The following lemma generalises Axiom Al to functions of more than one 
argument, say F(X, Y, Z, W). It states that recursion can be unfolded within 
pX.F(X, X, X, X) by replacing any subset of the arguments of F by ~_LF to give an 
equivalent term, such as pX.F(X, pF, X, pF). 
Lemma 2.1. Let F(X, Y) be a function over a CPO (S, C) which is monotonic in both 
arguments. Let M(X) = F(X, X) and N(X) = F(X, PM). Then, 
/LM = /_LN. 
Proof. 
(1) M(wW~d4 Axiom Al 
(2) F(@f, PM)CPM Definition of M 
(3) N(E.LM)~=E.LM Definition of N 
(4) /.LN~/_LM Axiom A2 
The proof of (b) is: 
(9 F(PN, PN) c F(PN, PM) (4), Monotonicity of F 
(6) M&N) c N(pN) Definitions of M, N 
(7) M(/-4cd’ Axiom Al 
(8) LLMLPN Axiom A2. 
The result follows from (4) and (8). 0 
We also require a rule which allows us to lift the properties of the body of 
recursion through the p operator. This rule depends for its correctness on the 
existence of weak-op-inverses defined below. 
Definition 2.2 ( Weak-inverse and weak-op-inverse). Given a partial order (S, E), let 
K and I? be functions over S such that 
K(X)c Y iff XEI?(Y) for all X, Y. 
Such a pair (K, k) is called a Galois connection. Function K is called the weak- 
inverse of R, whereas I? is called the weak-op-inverse of K. 
We shall use Go F to denote the composition of two functions such that Go F(x) = 
G(F(x)). 
Lemma 2.3 (Lifting). Let F and G be monotonic functions over a CPO (S, c). 
(a) IfFoKcKoG, thenpFsK(pG). 
(b) If K 0 GE F 0 K and K has a weak-op-inverse l?, then K (pG) c ~.LF. 
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Proof. We first prove (a). 
(1) K(pG)&K(pG) 
(2) K(G(pG))rK(pG) 
(3) F(K(pG))cK(pG) 
(4) pFcK(pG) 
Reflexivity of c 
Axiom Al 
Premise, (2) 
Axiom A2. 
The proof of (b) is: 
(5) R(pF)ck(pF) 
(6) K(&F))cpF 
(7) F(K(%.F)))c%F) 
(8) F(K(%F)))cp.F 
(9) K(G(%F)))cpF 
(lo) G(~(II.F))c&J? 
(11) /_LG~(/LF) 
(12) K(PG)GPF 
Reflexivity of c 
Definition of (K, 8) 
Monotonicity of F 
Axiom Al 
Premise, (8) 
Definition of (K, k?) 
Axiom A2 
Definition of (K, 8) 
Note that steps (l)-(4) do not rely on the existence of weak-op-inverse. q 
3. Programming language 
We shall not fix our programming language. We only stipulate the following 
requirements. The language has choice statement if 0, b, + C, fi, the skip statement, 
sequential composition X; Y, and recursion. We require that the operators if-fi and 
X; Y are monotonic. Further, the operators must satisfy the following algebraic laws. 
Laws 
skip is the left identity of sequential composition. 
skip; S = S. (1) 
Sequential composition distributes backwards through guarded choice. 
if Oi bi + Si fi; S 
=ifClibj+Sj;Sfi. 
(2) 
The guarded choice has the following distribution properties. Let GS be a set of 
guarded commands. 
ifb+SlJc+SOGSfi 
=if(bvc)-+SOGSfi. 
(3) 
If Vi c,, then 
ifO,b~ci+S,OGSfl 
= if b + (if 0, c, + S, fi) 0 GS fi. 
(4) 
Finally, we have a rather strong requirement: The semantic domain of programs is 
embedded in a domain that has a weak-op-inverse for each of the family of operators 
K,(X) ef X; C. 
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Back and von Wright [l] have defined a command language of monotonic 
predicate transformers which meets these requirements. We will briefly describe this 
language in the next section. Dijkstra’s guarded command language is included in 
it. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let 
F(X, Y)=ifb+P;X 
Olbr\c+P; Y 
OlbAlc+skip 
fi 
and let H(X) and G(X) be as in Section 1. 
Step 1. By laws of programming, we have for all X 
F(X, X) = H(X) 
since 
P(X, X) 
=ifb+P;XCllbAc+P;XO~bAlc+skipfi 
=if(bv(lb~c))-,P;XCllbr\lc+skipfi 
=if(bvc)+P;XOl(bvc)+skipfi 
= H(X). 
Step 2. By laws of programming, we also have for all X 
P((X; PH), CLH) = G(X); /JH 
since 
P((X; PH), ELH) 
=ifb+P;X;~HO~br\c+P;~HO~b~~c+skipfi 
=ifb+P;X;pH 
OlbA(bvc)+P;~HOlb~l(bvc)+skip 
fi 
=ifb+P;X;pH 
Olb+if(bvc)+P;pH 
Cl l(b v c)+skip 
fi 
fi 
=ifb-+P;X;~HOlb+H(~H)fi 
=ifb+P;X;pHOlb+pHfi 
=ifb+P;XOlb+skipfi;pH 
= G(X); PH. 
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Step 3. Applying Lemma 2.3 to the above, we have 
/_LX.F(X, /AH) = /_LG; PH. 
Step 4. By Lemma 2.1 we have 
/AX.F(X,~H)=~X.F(X,X)=~H. 
Hence, 
/_LH = /IG; /AH. 0 
4. Weak-op-inverses and models of programming languages 
We shall now analyse the proof of Theorem 1.2 for the assumptions behind it. 
Some of these have already been stated at the start of the previous section. In Steps 
1 and 2 of the proof we made use of the algebraic laws of if and ; operators. In 
Steps 3 and 4 we assumed that the semantic domain is a CPO and operators if and 
; are monotonic. In Step 3, we additionally assumed that function X; (pH) has a 
weak-op-inverse in the semantic domain. This allows the lifting lemma to be used. 
All these assumptions, except the existence of weak-op-inverse for X; C, are quite 
mild and they are satisfied for a wide class of languages. In particular, the if-fi 
command can be deterministic or nondeterministic. The existence of weak-op-inverse 
on the other hand requires some consideration. There are some genera1 conditions 
on the semantic domain under which the existence of weak-op-inverse can be 
guaranteed. 
Given a partial order (S, c), for any subset T of S, the notation U T denotes the 
least upper bound of T; and n T denotes the greatest lower bound of T, when 
these exist. We will abbreviate by K(T) the set {K(t) 1 t E T}. 
A function K is called U-preserving if for any subset T of S, whenever U T exists, 
Ll(K(T))= K(U T). 
Function K is called n-preserving if for any subset T of S, whenever n T exists, 
n(K(T))=K(nT). 
The following results are well known in lattice theory [3]. 
Proposition 4.1. Let K be U-preserving. Then, K is monotonic. 
Proof. 
XCY 
=Y=xuY 
*K(Y)= K(XU Y) 
+K(Y)=K(X)LlK(Y) 
JK(X)r=K( Y). 0 
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A dual proof shows that every n-preserving function is also monotonic. 
Proposition 4.2. If function K(X) over a complete lattice is U -preserving, then it has 
a weak-op-inverse. 
Proof. Let 
R(Y)dAf Ll{Z~K(Z)c Y}. 
Then, we show below that R is the weak-op-inverse of K. 
K(X)G Y 
*xx{(Z~K(Z)cY} 
*XcLl{Z~K(Z)c Y} 
*xcR( Y). 
Also, 
Xck(Y) 
*xc(U{ZIK(Z)c Y}) 
*K(X)dqU{ZIK(Z)c Y}) (as K is monotonic by Proposition 4.1) 
JK(X)~U{K(Z)IK(Z)E Y} (as K distributes through U) 
+K(X)LY. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Zf function K over a complete lattice has a weak-op-inverse k, then 
it is U -preserving. 
Proof. 
(1) K(LJT)cK(UT) Reflexivity of E 
(2) U Tck(K(U T)) Definition of (K, i) 
(3) t&UT, tET Definition of U 
(4) t&(K(UT)), tE T Transitivity of C, (2), (3) 
(5) K(t)LK(UT)), tE T Definition of (K, I() 
(6) UK(T)cK(UT) Definition of U 
and, 
(1) K(t)LUK(T), tE T Definition of U 
(2) t&(UK(T)), tE T Definition of (K, R) 
(3) UTd(tJK(T)) Definition of U 
(4) K(UT)cLlK(T) Definition of (K, k). 0 
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The above two propositions give the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of weak-op-inverse. By a dual construction, it can be shown that a function 
over a complete lattice has a weak-inverse if and only if it is n-preserving. The use 
of weak-inverse in top-down design of programs has been discussed by Hoare et 
al. [6]. Zwiers and de Roever have considered a specification notation providing 
the weak-inverse constructor directly as a primitive [II]. 
When using the nondeterminism ordering, where PC Q denotes that Q is more 
deterministic or externally controllable than P, it is common for a programming 
construct to be n-preserving [4,6]. In fact there are good intuitive grounds for 
requiring this of most operators. Hence, it is quite reasonable to assume the existence 
of weak-inverses. Sadly the same cannot be said of weak-op-inverses. The best 
we can do is to indicate a model of programming language in which X; C 
has a weak-op-inverse in its first argument, which at least justifies the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 
It is interesting to note that when reasoning about greatest fixed points, by duality, 
our proof method would require the existence only of weak-inverses, which are 
common. 
A model 
Consider the complete lattice of monotonic predicate transformers as defined by 
Back and von Wright [l]: given a complete lattice of predicates, a predicate 
transformer is a total function over the lattice of predicates. Ordering over the 
predicate transformers is the pointwise ordering. 
PcC? iff [PI4 * [QM for all predicates 4 
where [ PI4 denotes the result of applying a predicate transformer P to a predicate 
4. It is easy to show that the set of monotonic predicate transformers form a complete 
lattice. We shall designate this complete lattice by (Mtruns, L). 
Operators if, skip and ; can be interpreted as monotonic functions over predicate 
transformers as in the weakest precondition semantics of Dijkstra. The algebraic 
laws of Section 3 hold for these operators. The following equations are also valid. 
rp; 914 = [P1([914), 
[u piI4 = V ([fil4), 
Lnpi14=A ([RI+) 
Further, operator Z&(X) dzf X; C is U-preserving; i.e. for any C and for any set 
of processes Pi, 
(Ll, P,); C=Lli(Pj; C). (5) 
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Proof. 
[(u pi); cl+ 
= [U ~iI([Cl4) 
=\! ([pil([c14)) 
Proposition 4.4. For any given C, the operator X; C has a weak-op-inverse. 
Proof. Property (5) states that the X; C operator is U-preserving. Hence, using 
Proposition 4.2, X; C has a weak-op-inverse. 0 
Because of Proposition 4.4, our proof of Theorem 1.2 is sound for the model of 
Back and von Wright. The language of guarded command programs having the 
operators multiple assignment, sequential composition, nondeterministic choice and 
tail recursion has been given by Dijkstra [2]. The weakest precondition predicate 
transformers of Dijkstra form a sub-CPO of (Mtrans, C) with elements that are 
strict, ~-distributive and continuous predicate transformers. Further, any guarded 
command program is denoted by the same element in the sub-CPO as in Mtrans. 
Thus, the weakest precondition semantics of the guarded command language is 
embedded in the semantics of Back and von Wright. From this, we may conclude 
that Theorem 1.2 is valid for the guarded command language under the weakest 
precondition semantics too. This is true in spite of the fact that the weak-op-inverse 
of X; C is not expressible in the guarded command language! 
In this paper, we have suggested that Tarski’s Axioms Al and A2, along with the 
lifting lemma (Lemma 2.3) may be used to give algebraic proofs of recursive 
programs. Algebraic proofs have the advantage that they remain valid in a wide 
variety of models, as long as the algebraic laws used in the proof are valid. For 
example, the algebraic laws of if-fi are not likely to change irrespective of whether 
the programming language is sequential or concurrent. 
The lifting lemma has different requirements as compared to the usual continuity- 
based proofs of recursion. In such proofs, functions F, G and K are all required 
to be continuous. In our case, functions F and G must be monotonic, but they may 
be noncontinuous. Function K, on the other hand, must be U-preserving, as shown 
by Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. This is a stronger requirement on K than continuity 
which only requires K to preserve U of directed sets. Fortunately, the lifting lemma 
can be proved even when this strong requirement is weakened to allow K to be a 
strict and continuous function. Unfortunately, the authors are only aware of a 
model-theoretic (non-algebraic) proof of this result! 
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